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Waste Management
Court upholds NRC spent fuel continued storage rule, ending challenges to new reactors and license renewals. WIPP begins eight weeks of cold operations. Activists sue DOE over missed Los Alamos cleanup deadlines. NRC approves license transfer for LaCrosse decommissioning. DOE addresses mercury contamination in site remediation plan. DOE likely to miss deadline for startup of Idaho waste treatment facility.

Power
Exelon advances plan to close Clinton, Quad Cities. Focus on Finance. Watts Bar-2 produces first power, then trips, then restarts. NRC staff seeks enforcement discretion on open phase compliance. NRC commissioners’ Indian Point decision states that SAMAs are not required for license renewal. Draft combined operating license for Levy reactors published. NRC denies two appeals on Diablo Canyon license renewal, operation. Maximizing the Assets: A status report on license renewal and power uprates. Waterford-3 license renewal application docketed; LaSalle final SER issued. DOE, NRC hold second workshop on non-LWR licensing.

Operations
NextEra Energy’s continuous improvement program wins top NEI TIP Award.

Security
Sandia management and operating contract opened for bidding; other NNSA news.

Policy & Legislation
DOE forum focuses on preserving current reactor fleet.

International
Sweden to phase out nuclear tax, allow replacement of reactors at the end of their service lifetimes. Obama-Modi statement supports U.S. reactor construction in India. Cold hydro test completed at China’s Sanmen-1. Full operating license issued for...
International, continued
Argentina’s Atucha-2. Full operating license issued for Iran’s Bushehr. International Energy Agency says Belgium’s nuclear phaseout should be reconsidered. Nuclear operator pipeline project set up in South Africa. Taiwan’s premier may restart country’s first reactor. ENEC sets up operating company for Barakah plant in United Arab Emirates.

Applications
Improving steam generator tube inspections at Palo Verde.

Education, Training & Workforce
Nuclear engineering graduation rates rebound in 2015. NRC approves rulemaking on third-party arbitration.

Fuel

Isotopes & Radiation
Northwest Medical Isotopes’ molybdenum-99 permit application open to hearing requests. NRC publishes annual abnormal occurrences report. NRC doubles proposed fine against Connecticut firm. NRC proposes agreement states policy revision.

Industry
Global Nuclear Fuel and TVEL to market Russian fuel in the United States; other business developments. Westinghouse gets TVO, Forsmark deals; other contracts. Six new Part 21 reports filed, plus one interim report, one follow-up.

Research
Moniz urges U.S. to stay in ITER through FY 2018.

Standards & Documentation
Standards published, approved; other actions. NRC’s foreign ownership review plan is open to comment.